Basic Two Day Firearms Course

All timings are approximate and can vary slightly due to the weather and the time of year,
and or any prior specific arrangements that have been requested.

DAY 1
08.30 You will be picked up from the hotel and taken to the shooting range. We will stop at
a supermarket on route to enable our group to buy daily essentials i.e.; snacks and
drinks etc
09.30 Arrive at the shooting range
09.45 Safety induction
10.30 Break
10.45 Start simulation shooting and gun familiarisation including holding, gripping, and
pointing. The instructors will give numerous demonstrations on how this is to be
mastered. You will then begin to shoot a hand gun at a fixed target. You will start off
with one on one instruction to guide and assist you as you begin to shoot, this helps
the instructors to ensure that safety is maintained and to give continuous instruction.
12.30 Lunch Break - Military ration packs can be purchased at £7.00. The packs can be
heated
13.00 Different basic shooting techniques are instructed from various distances including
the changing of magazines. You will also shoot from different hand guns whilst
receiving constant instruction.
14.30 Break
14.45 Shooting under instruction at a fixed target. You will be able to assess your progress
by marking the target after each shooting excursive. You will receive feedback from
the instructors.
16.30 Help to clear up shooting range collecting discharged shells etc. We then leave the
range and return to the hotel.
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DAY TWO
08.30 You will be picked up from the hotel and taken to the shooting range. We will stop at
a supermarket on route to enable our group to buy daily essentials i.e.; snacks and
drinks etc
09.30 Safety reminder and instruction
09.45 Start to shoot with hand guns
10.30 Break
10.45 Intro to long guns. You will receive information, instruction and familiarisation before
you start to shoot with these guns. This will be on the longer shooting range. This
includes pump action shotgun, GSG5 and Kalashnikov.
12.45 Lunch Break
13.15 Back to shooting with hand guns. We now introduce more shooting with
photographic targets. We also have competitive shooting exercises including drop
down targets, and we use coloured balloons attached to the targets.
14.30 Break
14.45 Continue with competitive shooting exercises or we can focus on specific shooting
skills. Or perhaps an early finish to allow some leisure time. A trip to centre of
Prague to visit the old town and the famous Charles Bridge can be arranged.
16.30 Clear up discharged shells from shooting range and return to hotel, unless already
finished.
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WEATHER
The Czech Republic is situated in the heart of Europe and is somewhat extreme!!! In the
summer temperatures can reach 35 degrees, and in winter can plummet to -20. We advise
you to check the temperature and the weather conditions prior to your course. This will help
you to ensure that you have the correct clothing and footwear.

CLOTHING
We provide free of charge either our branded t shirts or sweatshirt, dependent on the time of
year. We also have other clothing available in colours and sizes that we can personalise to
meet yours or your groups requirements.
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